The new age workplace challenges
Workplaces as we know them today, are undergoing change driven by disruptive business models, innovation in technology, focus on cutting costs, push towards increasing employee productivity and user experience. The need of the hour is personalization and consumerization of workplace to allow employees to work on their preferred devices by giving them the freedom to choose their applications and be productive. However, the IT infrastructure essential to support this approach is complex to design, expensive to setup and manage, tough to scale and security becomes a challenge for organizations.

With Cognizant’s WorkNEXT™ UEM solution, organizations can now empower employees to work from anywhere, any time and from any device with secured and seamless access to resources boosting business productivity.

Redefine the way enterprise IT delivers and manages applications, devices and services to users across all platforms with Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM powered by VMware WorkspaceONE
It delivers an enterprise platform that enables IT to deliver a digital workplace that empowers the workforce to securely access business resources from device of their choice. Cognizant employs time-tested methodology to assess, design, build bespoke Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM solution. Our service leverages our deep skills and proven experience in delivering, managing and optimizing customer’s workplace environment with flexibility and employee productivity as a core mandate.

We help customers in offering a user-centric workplace experience by infusing best-in-class delivery and management principles. Customers can consume our services in flexible commercial and deployment models. Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM will help customers reduce cost, minimize complexity and manage growth efficiently and leads the maturity journey for clients in a much lesser timeframe.

Deliver granular end-user experience with contextually aware and secure access to devices and applications
Our Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM offering comprises identity, enterprise mobile management, desktop and application delivery technologies that provide contextually aware and secure access to devices and applications. When combined together, Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM provides a granular end-user experience from any devices.
which helps employees to be more productive. The solution can be implemented either in brown field or green field environments with all or selected components of Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM as per business requirement.

**The point solutions which can be offered around Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM**

**Migration to Unified EndPoint Management:** Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM leverages mobility management system to unify endpoint management, and manage the full lifecycle of all end points from onboarding to retirement. It enables to gain full visibility and management of all endpoints – including macOS, Windows desktop and laptop devices – from a single admin console.

**VDI and Application Management:** Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM delivers virtual desktop services which can simplify and automate the management of desktops and securely delivers to users from a centralized location.

**Windows 10 Migration and Management:** Migration of Windows 7 to Windows 10 can be done using Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM solution which provides centralized image management for physical and virtual desktops.

**Enterprise Application Integration:** This solution can be integrated with the Cognizant’s SymphonyWorks to leverage the workflows for device store and app store. Single Sign On (SSO) integrations can be done with O365, Google apps and ServiceNow. It can also be integrated with other third party application which has Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) authentication.

**Cognizant® WorkNEXT™ UEM delivering impact**

- Enhanced business productivity with freedom of choice for employees to work.
- User-centric solution with one-stop store for all apps with one-touch single sign-on access.
- Streamlined management and user privileges by delivering virtual or remote desktops and applications delivered through a single platform.
- Lower total cost of ownership (TCO) with consolidated management tool and unified app ecosystem.
- Granular security policies to meet industry regulations and compliance requirements.

Cognizant is a Premier Consulting Partner for VMware with over 1000 practitioners, including more than 500 certified professionals. We are also an VMware Channel Reseller and Manage Services Partner. In addition to this, Cognizant has accredited status with VMware for service delivery, healthcare and life sciences, financial services, migration competency.

For more information, visit [www.cognizant.com/cognizant-digital-systems-technology/infrastructure-services](http://www.cognizant.com/cognizant-digital-systems-technology/infrastructure-services)
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